We show that a uniform space iiA" is supercomplete if, and only if, the Ginsburg-Isbell locally fine coreflection of p.X X 'Sß X is equinormal.
Proof. To prove sufficiency, suppose that the condition given in Lemma 2 holds. By Lemma 1, A' is paracompact since each element of Xp has a locally finite open refinement [5,1.14]. We will show that Xp = Wx. To this end. let L~V be an open cover of X. For each element Kof "Ychoose an open set V* in ßX with V = V* n X. Then A = ßX ~ U{V*: V G T} is compact. Hence, there exists a "life Xp such that d/îA" W n A = 0 for all W G %. It is not difficult to see that % refines the cover T*" consisting of all finite unions of sets from Q\. As ^V is arbitrary. Theorems 2 and 3 in [8] show that VT^, = pXp/Xp. But pXp/Xp -Xp. Hence pX is supercomplete.
On the other hand, let pX he supercomplete and assume that A C ßX ~ X is compact. By Isbell's result X is paracompact and Xp = "Jx. Let '"V be as in Lemma 1. Since X is paracompact, we have °\ G %x = Xp, as desired.
To prove the main result, we shall need an auxiliary derivative introduced in It follows that there is an ordinal a with p\)t) = Xp. Finally, we shall need the following result proved in [2] .
Lemma 4. Let pX be a uniform space and let K be a compact space. Then Proof. To prove sufficiency, we will proceed by transfinite induction. Let K G ßX ~ X he compact. Then X X A and A(X) (the diagonal of XXX) are closed and disjoint subsets of X X ßX. Define G, = ( X X ßX) ~ ( X X A ) and G2 = ( X X ßX) -A( X). Then § = (C,, G2) is a binary open cover of A X ßX. Let P(ot) he the following statement: if vY is a uniform space, A C ßY ~~ Y is compact, SÍ is defined as above, and 3 G (p X ^Lr)g0>, then there is a TEjiJ"1 such that cl/<v I7 n A = 0 for all V G % Theorem 5.1.2 in [2] shows that P(a) is valid for a -1. For the induction hypothesis, suppose that P(a) holds whenever 1 < a < t. Let § G (p X ":%;<• )ÓT). If t is a limit ordinal, then the induction hypothesis implies directly that there is a °V G ju(0T) with the desired property. Thus, we can assume that t = a + 1. There is a uniform cover % of A X ßX such that for each U G tfl we have (?| Í/ G [(p. X ^v) | £/]0a). Choose {tV,} G /u and {Ky} G l^v such that [U, X Vj) < "ll. As /?Ais compact we can assume that {1^} = {K,.Vn).
We can assume that each (7, is closed. It follows from the hypothesis of the theorem that X is normal. By Urysohn's extension theorem, U, is C*-embedded in X and consequently ß(U,) is homeomorphic (and thus unimorphic) to c\ßX U¡. For this reason, we can write ß(U,) = c\pXU,. Now S\(U, X Vj) G \(p X %X)\(U, X (/)]{,"> for all / and /. As (p X ^pXfl)x) is a quasiuniformity it is easy to see that for each /. the restriction of !? to U, X ßX belongs to [(p X <$fix) \(U,X /?A)]<0a); hence §\(U, X ß(U,)) belongs to
where A, -A n ß( U, ) and g2 n (u, x ß(u,)) = (u, x ß(u,)) ~ MU,).
Finally, note that [(p X %x) | (U, X ß(U, ))]{"' is the same quasiuniformity as (p | U, X l.^a,))¡"1. Therefore, the induction hypothesis applies and we can find a cover {Wk'}k in(p\ i/,)(0o1 such that clpa; ,H// C ß(U, Necessity follows directly from Exercise VII.8.c) in [5] : the product of a supercomplete space and a compact space is supercomplete. We give a proof for the reader's convenience. Let fiA" be supercomplete and let K be compact. Then X is paracompact and XpX -^X. Hence A X A is paracompact. By Lemma 4, the inclusions <$X X §K C Xp X X 9K C X(p X X <5K ) C 5*( A X K ) imply cVvxa-, = {Sx X $K )(" G(X(pX % ))'" = X(p X % ) c SiXXKt and thusA(jti X l5Ä) = %xx.ky Hence. the proof is complete.
